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INSTAGRAM FOR BUSINESS

Instagram is an increasingly relevant tool, especially with both Facebook and

Instagram having a 40% increase in usage due to Covid-19. This will cover

everything an agent may want to know about Instagram: creating an account,

the difference between a personal and business account, editing your bio,

placing a link in your bio, and all of the other incredible features Instagram has

to offer.

Instagram has a nifty feature that allows you to connect to your database (same

as Facebook). So let s say you have a list of 5,000 people, make sure you have

connected those to your social media so it becomes easier to get updates from

them, nurture the relationship and gain more sales.

The opportunity lets you know a lot about your market like seeing their kids

splash into the pool, what they do for fun at homes you sold, and so much more.

This is especially true now amid the pandemic because social distancing is

keeping us apart but social media is hat s bringing us all together.

And if ou re not yet convinced, Instagram has 1 Billion active users monthly.

Think about the potential reach you could achieve!

So let s jump right into it.

Utilizing Instagram for business can increase audience engagement, increase revenue, 
and promote brand exposure. Finding customers where they are already spending time 
is a great strategy. Also, it can give you important audience information that you can 
apply to all of your marketing strategy plans. Ever since Covid-19, both Facebook and 
Instagram has increased in engagement by 40%, which you can add that growth to your 
business. 
 
This will cover everything an agent may want to know about Instagram: creating an 
account, the difference between a personal and business account, editing your bio, 
placing a link in your bio, and all of the other incredible features Instagram has to offer.
 
A clever feature on Instagram lets you connect to your database. Assuming you have a 
list of 5,000 people, be sure to connect them to your social media accounts so it will be 
simpler to obtain updates from them, maintain your relationship with them, and increase 
your sales. Furthermore, the 1.3 billion Instagram users active every month! All of that 
growth and potential is left for you to explore!
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INSTAGRAM CONNECT ON FB PAGE SETTING

First thing you should do is of course, like what we did in Facebook, connect a

page to your IG account so you can officially make it a business account.

You should connect your Facebook page to your Instagram account, so you can

enable all of the business Instagram account features. In the image below, you

can see where to connect your accounts on the desktop website.

Like we did on Facebook, the first thing you need do is attach a page to your Instagram 
account so you can formally transform it into a business account. 
 
To unlock all of the capabilities available to corporate Instagram accounts, you should 
link your Facebook page to your Instagram account. You can see how to connect your 
accounts on the desktop page in the image below.
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Click Connect Account button.

SETTING UP BIO AND LINK IN BIO

Focus on the bio section and add all the embellishments such as emojis and

hashtags. Make it very clear what you do. The link in the bio should be going to

your website or current promotion or any landing page for your marketing

purposes and even your digital business card/InstaCard if you have it (watch our

guide here). You can change it any time!

Prioritize making your bio unique!
 
Add your job, emojis, roles, hashtags, and more to show who you are and what you do. 
Adding a link is also important to promote your website, a current promotion you have, 
landing pages, or even your Instacard/digital business card to market yourself!
 
You can always modify what your bio shows as you build your image on Instagram!
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Below, we have labeled the important parts of Instagram profiles and terms you

should know, in case all of this is new to you. It looks a little bit different on

Desktop and Mobile views, so both versions have been included.

DESKTOP VIEW

HANDLE

STATS

BIO

LINK IN BIO

STORIES

HIGLIGHTS

IGTV

FEED

In case this is all new to you, we've highlighted the key components of Instagram accounts 
and phrases you should be familiar with below. Both versions have been included because 
they have somewhat different aesthetics when viewed on desktop and mobile devices.

MENU 

HANDLE

STATS

BIO

LINK IN BIO

STORIES

HIGHLIGHTS

REELS

FEED
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MOBILE VIEW

MENU

HANDLE

STATS

BIO

LINK IN BIO

EDIT BIO

STORIES

HIGLIGHTS

IGTV

FEED

POST

PROFILE

MENU

HANDLE

STATS

BIO

LINK IN BIO

STORIES

HIGHLIGHTS

FEED

POST

PROFILE

REELS
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To edit your profile, just click Edit Profile button!

Input hashtags, emojis and relevant detail in Bio:

To edit your profile, press the "Edit Profile" button:

To personalize your bio, put your postion, your company, hashtags, emojis, etc:
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You can also tinker with notifications and the specific activity updates you wish

to receive. Below you can see some of these options:

If you want to remove the syncing of your phone s contacts to your IG, here s
where you can edit that. We suggest you keep this setting on because it is super

ideal if you want to connect your phone contacts instantly to your IG profile in

order to grow your audience.

You can also customize what notifications you want to recieve, from likes to new followers. 
The image below shows some options of under the "push notifications" in settings: 

Under "manage contacts" you may make changes to stop your phone's contacts from 
synchronizing with Instagram. It is highly recommended that you leave this setting enabled 
if you wish to rapidly link your phone contacts to your Instagram profile in order to expand 
your following and build a growing platform for your business.
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You will not get results if you don t
have a lot of followers so getting

more people into your profile is

great. Connect your people, start

conversations with them and make

genuine engagement.

Here are 3 ways to grow your

following:

• Search for contacts (just connect

your phone contacts first)

• Discover people (more below)

• Follow people at local places and

organizations (Follow local

restaurants, spa, everything else

within your market and follow all

the people following them too

since that will be your ideal local

audience)

This is how you can discover new

people and accounts on Instagram

using their unique Discover People

tool seen in the image.

IMPORTANCE OF FOLLOWER GROWTH

In order to get results, you need a following.
To create a solid following on your page, you 
need to connect with your people, start 
conversation with them, and just make
genuine engagement and effort into those
who will support your company or brand.
 

 
- Search for contacts
 
 
 
- Discover People feature
 
 
 
- Follow local people and organizations

(connect your phone contacts under the 
"manage contacts" in settings)
 
 
(the "discover people" feature discovers
people and accounts on instagram)
 
 
(following local restaurants, spas, and 
anything else in your market can create 
an audience that are your consumers)

Three ways to create a solid following:
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You can easily connect your contacts, and even find people on Facebook!

Instagram also provides a suggestion list of current Instagram Accounts they

think you should follow. Instagram automatically finds accounts that are

lookalikes of your current contacts.

If you don t see the connect contacts and Facebook that means you have done

this once so all you need to do is go back to Manage Contacts (previously

shown), delete synced contacts and it will allow you to reconnect again.

This is hat s shown when you click on Discover People:

.

Connecting your contacts is simple, and you can even search for people on Facebook!
 
Instagram offers a list of suggested accounts that you should follow right now. Instagram 
discovers accounts that resemble your current contacts automatically.
 
You only need to return to Manage Contacts (already mentioned), erase synced contacts, and 
it will let you link again if you don't see the connect contacts and Facebook button. 
 
When you click on the Explore People link, this is what you see:
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HIGHLIGHTS BEST PRACTICES

Highlights live in your Instagram bio and are previous Instagram stories that

have been converted into permanent features on your profile. You can add any

information you wish here and separate it into distinct categories like Events

and Reviews to make it easier for other users to navigate. We ve done this for a

lot of our clients. The circle s graphics can be done through Canva (A free tool!

With a paid version that has more perks.)

We have this specific lesson on RealGraderUniversity.com to manage, create,

and upload beautifully branded Story highlights that show up aesthetically on

your profile whenever someone opens it. You can check out that FREE

INSTAGRAM STORIES TRAINING HERE.

.

Here are some of the clients we have handled including myself:

Past Instagram stories that have been turned into permanent elements of your profile can 
be found in your highlights, which can be found in your Instagram bio. To make it simpler 
for other people to navigate, you are free to add any information you like and organize it 
into separate categories like Events and Reviews. We have accomplished this for many of 
our clients. Canva (a free application) can be used to create the visuals for the circle and 
with a more deluxe premium version, includes more features.
 
To manage, produce, and post elegantly branded Story highlights that appear 
aesthetically on your profile everytime someone sees it, we have this unique lesson on 
RealGraderUniversity.com.
 
Here are some of the clients including myself that we have handled:

RealGraderUniversity.com
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Each of these profiles have highlights that are unique to each of their brand or image.
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STORIES

What types of Stories Content can you include?:

• Meet Me

• Local Communities

• Brand

• Personal Interests

• Properties

• Sold

• New Developments

• Buyers

• Sellers

Once in highlight, it can be shown FOREVER even after the 24 hour story

expires.

USING CANVA

Just sign up on their website here: https://www.canva.com/ go to designs for

highlights in Instagram. They even already have templates to use!

You can also edit according to your brand themes and colors. Be playful!

What type of stories content can I include?
 
Some examples are as follows:
 
• Meet Me
• Local communities 
• Brand
• Personal Interests
• Properties
• Sold
• New Developments
• Buyers
• Sellers
 
Once you add any stories to a highlight, they will remain on your profile forever even after the 24-hour period.

You can sign up on their website: https://www.canva.com/ 
 
Once you do that, you can press "templates" and search "highlights" to get countless highlight 
templates for instagram, ready to use! It is completely customizable in terms of colors to match 
your brand!
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POSTING STRATEGY

• Use CANVA.com for posts (You can use other programs but Canva is free

and very user-friendly, even has a mobile app!)

• Use LATER.com for analytics (Measure which areas need more attention so

you can grow better. Later is a scheduling tool which has a robust analytics

feature as well. Sprout Social is also a great alternative. See what works for

you!)

• Use VIDEOBOOST for videos (You can take advantage of not just photos but

also videos in Instagram to increase engagement)

CONTENT CATEGORIES

These are the types of content you should generally be posting on Instagram:

• Spontaneous Posts (listings, reviews) - 20%

• Consistent Branded Content - 40%

• Community Content- 20%

• Local Events and News - 10%

• Value and Offers - 10%

Though it may be tempting, don t just blast your followers with all your listings

and sold homes, that is boring! You can t just sell all day, you also have to

provide value thus this suggestion. Post about free analysis of their homes, local

gigs in your area, COVID updates when parks are opening, anything trending in

the news!

• Use CANVA.com for posts (You can use other programs but Canva is free
and very user-friendly, even has a mobile app!)
 
• Use LATER.com for analytics (Measure which areas need more attention so
you can grow better. Later is a scheduling tool which has a robust analytics
feature as well. Sprout Social is also a great alternative. See what works for
you!)
 
• Use VIDEOBOOST for videos (You can take advantage of not just photos but
also videos in Instagram to increase engagement)

Use LATER.com for analytics

Use CANVA.com for posts

Use VIDEOBOOST for videos

These are the types of content you should generally be posting on Instagram:
 
• Spontaneous Posts (listings, reviews) - 20%
• Consistent Branded Content - 40%
• Community Content- 20%
• Local Events and News - 10%
• Value and Offers - 10%
 
Despite the temptation, resist the want to constantly bombard your followers with 
listings and sold property information. You need to offer value as well as sell; hence, 
we recommend to post about free home analyses, local events in the area, or anything 
else that's popular in the news!

CONTENT CATEGORIES
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Take a look at one of our clients with a flying theme:

.

Then this consistent branded content for another client:.
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This is how we did a community post:

Real Estate Tips:
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Everything is scheduled in Later, so you do not miss a day of posting. The layout

for Later is shown below:

IG STORIES BEST PRACTICES

There is a class entirely on Instagram Stories on RealGraderUniversity.com.

This is the section of Instagram that receives the most regular interaction and

can boost your engagement. These show up and disappear within 24 hours, but

people are constantly watching them. You can post new content to your story or

even take regular posts and distribute them to your audience on your story.

Later is a platform that takes the stress off of posting consistently and often. Every post is 
can be scheduled in Later so that you do not forget to post! The layout of Later is shown 
below:

On RealGraderUniversity.com, a course devoted solely to Instagram Stories is offered.
This area of Instagram sees the most frequent interaction, which can increase your 
engagement. People are continuously observing these, but they appear and vanish 
within 24 hours. You can add fresh content to your image or even share existing posts 
with your audience by posting them on your narrative.
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Here is an example of what it looks like:
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